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Abstract Spatial learning requires the hippocampus, and the replay of spatial sequences during
hippocampal sharp wave-ripple (SPW-R) events of quiet wakefulness and sleep is believed to play a
crucial role. To test whether the coordination of VTA reward prediction error signals with these
replayed spatial sequences could contribute to this process, we recorded from neuronal ensembles
of the hippocampus and VTA as rats performed appetitive spatial tasks and subsequently slept. We
found that many reward responsive (RR) VTA neurons coordinated with quiet wakefulness-
associated hippocampal SPW-R events that replayed recent experience. In contrast, coordination
between RR neurons and SPW-R events in subsequent slow wave sleep was diminished. Together,
these results indicate distinct contributions of VTA reinforcement activity associated with
hippocampal spatial replay to the processing of wake and SWS-associated spatial memory.
DOI:10.7554/eLife.05360.001
Introduction
Hippocampal dependent learning and memory formation are influenced by reward and are believed
to occur during distinct behavioral states. As animals explore the environment, hippocampal place
cells fire sequentially under the modulation of the theta rhythm. Subsequently, these sequences of
neuronal activity are replayed in association with hippocampal sharp wave-ripple (SPW-R) events of
quiet wakefulness and sleep (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Lee and Wilson, 2002; Foster and
Wilson, 2006; Diba and Buzsa´ki, 2007). SPW-R events contribute to spatial learning (Jadhav et al.,
2012; Girardeau et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010), and the capacity for reward to influ-
ence reactivation of CA3 place cell pairs in SPW-R events (Singer and Frank, 2009) suggests that
reward-related neural activity is likely to play an important role in this process. It has been unclear
whether replay events of quiet wakefulness and sleep differ in their contribution to learning and
memory, but the observation that replay events during slow wave sleep (SWS) are lower fidelity than
replay events during quiet wakefulness (Karlsson and Frank, 2009) supports this possibility.
Dopamine neurons of the VTA represent reward prediction error Schultz, 1998 and appear to be
an important brain substrate for reinforcement learning (Montague et al., 1996). Optogenetic acti-
vation of dopamine cells during spatial learning has recently been demonstrated to increase the
reactivation of CA1 place cell pairs in sleep and stabilize subsequent spatial learning
(Mcnamara et al., 2014). In addition, electrical stimulation of the medial forebrain bundle triggered
on a hippocampal place cell’s spikes has recently been shown to drive goal-directed behavior
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toward its place field (de Laville´on et al., 2015). However, it is unclear how under normal physiolog-
ical conditions dopamine neuronal activity engages with the hippocampus. Dopamine cells could
coordinate with and reinforce replayed hippocampal sequences. In addition, the fast-onset, slowly
decaying profile of dopamine synaptic release has led to the suggestion that dopamine could imple-
ment the propagation of expected value across reactivated hippocampal sequences (Foster and
Wilson, 2006). We hypothesized that replayed hippocampal spatial sequences would coordinate
with reward-related representations of VTA neurons during tasks that place demands on spatial
memory. Here, we acquired simultaneous multi-electrode (tetrode) recordings of neurons of the hip-
pocampus and the VTA as rats performed appetitive spatial tasks and subsequently slept to deter-
mine the relationship between VTA neuronal activity, hippocampal SPW-R-associated activity, and
sequence replay. We show that many reward responsive (RR) VTA neurons modulate their firing rate
with SPW-R events of quiet wakefulness. Modulation of VTA unit activity was greater in SPW-R
events associated with hippocampal replay of task-associated sequences. In contrast to nonRR VTA
unit activity, RR unit activity preferentially coordinated with replayed representations of reward sites.
In addition, RR VTA units more strongly phase-locked to the hippocampal theta rhythm than nonRR
units, and RR VTA units that more strongly coupled to hippocampal theta had greater coordination
with replayed reward site representations. In contrast to these findings in the awake state, in post-
task epochs of SWS, SPW-R modulation of RR VTA unit activity was significantly reduced. Further-
more, within SWS, RR unit activity decreased during periods of hippocampal SPW-R reactivation.
Together, these results indicate distinct contributions of VTA reinforcement activity associated with
hippocampal spatial replay to the processing of wake and SWS-associated spatial memory.
eLife digest Whether it’s meeting a friend for dinner at a new restaurant or hiking through a
forest for the first time, new experiences lead to new memories. In order to create these memories,
our brains do a lot of work behind the scenes. A region of the brain called the hippocampus
‘records’ experiences as they happen. It then replays these recordings later on, both while we are
awake and once we have fallen asleep.
During active behaviour, dopamine cells in a different part of the brain, called the ventral
tegmental area (or VTA), recognize unexpected rewards, known as “reward prediction errors”, to
guide learning. For example, was the chocolate mousse or conversation unusually good, or was
there an unexpected and spectacular waterfall? In order to reap rewards for our future selves, we
need to remember such unexpected rewards in the context in which they occurred. However,
despite the importance of this ability, research has not yet established how the brain combines our
experiences as we navigate the world around us with information about reward prediction errors in
our memories.
Gomperts et al. have now investigated this process by giving rats a memory task. In the first
phase of the task, the rats were placed in an arena and directed to turn either left or right to receive
food. In the second phase, the rats were given a choice as to whether to turn left or right. If they
turned in the opposite direction to that required in the first phase, they received food rewards. The
rats performed multiple trials of this task each day, and over a number of days the rats learnt the
layout of the arena and the rule to locate the food. Gomperts et al. recorded the rats’ brain activity
across the multiple trials of the task and after the task as the rats slept.
As expected, the findings showed that the hippocampus replayed the rats’ movements through
the arena, both between the trials and after the task during sleep. Between trials, the activity of VTA
neurons that encoded reward-related information coordinated with the hippocampus’ memories of
paths through the arena and indicated where in the arena the rats found food rewards.
Unexpectedly however, coordination of these VTA neurons with the hippocampus was greatly
reduced when the rats were asleep. This observation suggests that waking memories and sleep-
associated memories may serve distinct purposes, for example, to aid learning and planning or to
stabilize the memories. A key challenge now is to determine these distinct roles.
DOI:10.7554/eLife.05360.002
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Results
Coordination of VTA unit activity with hippocampal SPW-R events of
quiet wakefulness
We recorded the activity of multiple simultaneously isolated units of the hippocampus (499 total; for
each recording, median of 25, range 12–37) and VTA (84 total; median of 5, range 2–9) in five ani-
mals, as animals performed a spatial working memory (SWM) task (Jones and Wilson, 2005) (three
rats) (Figure 1A) or ran on a linear track (two rats) for food reward. The latter task was selected both
because the observation of awake replay has been best characterized in a linear environment and
because it provides a choice-free spatial task for contrast. Many VTA units modified their firing rate
during goal approach and with acquisition of food rewards (n = 47/84), consistent with prior obser-
vations (Morris et al., 2006; Roesch et al., 2007; Totah et al., 2013) (Figure 1B; Materials and
methods). These results have been interpreted as the representation of reward prediction error in
instrumental tasks (Morris et al., 2006; Roesch et al., 2007; Totah et al., 2013) (specifically, the Q-
associated temporal difference prediction error, where Q-value is the value of selecting a particular
action at a given state). The mean firing rates for reward responsive (RR) and non-reward responsive
(nonRR) VTA units were 6.61 ± 1.33 Hz (mean±s.e.m., RR units, n = 47) and 20.59 ± 5.49 Hz (nonRR
Figure 1. Spatial working memory task and VTA unit properties. (A) Spatial working memory task. In the force
direction (sample phase), rats traverse the central arm for reward (R) at either of two pseudorandomly selected left
or right force-reward locations. The reward contingency in the choice direction (test phase) required that if the rat
had been forced to turn left (or right) in the sample phase, then the correct response in the test phase was to turn
right (or left, respectively). (B) Example VTA unit’s average reward site responses for correct trials (solid line) and
error trials (dashed line). The nosepoke occurs at 0 s. The profile of reward-site associated activity, including
differential activity on correct versus error trials during reward approach and during reward acquisition, is
consistent with prior observations in instrumental tasks (Morris et al., 2006; Roesch et al., 2007; Totah et al.,
2013). (C) Waveform features of 145 VTA units recorded in the sleep box, using the waveform criteria described in
(Fujisawa and Buzsa´ki, 2011). The waveform duration is defined as the time from waveform major peak to final
peak. The trough to peak ratio is defined as the ratio of the waveform trough amplitude to the full amplitude. 84
units that were acquired with adequate task behavior and co-recorded hippocampal activity underwent further
analysis. Reward responsive (RR) units are shown in blue, and non-reward responsive units (nonRR) are shown in
red. Waveforms of two units are displayed.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.003
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units, n = 24), respectively. Two populations of cells were observed in a plot of waveform duration
versus trough to peak ratio, consistent with prior reports (Fujisawa and Buzsa´ki, 2011) (Figure 1C).
Most RR cells (38/47) fell in the longer duration cluster (> 1 ms), which appears to be enriched for
putative dopamine cells (Fujisawa and Buzsa´ki, 2011; Ungless and Grace, 2012).
SPW-R events, identified using hippocampal multiunit activity and local field potential (see Mate-
rials and methods), were prominent at reward sites during pauses in run behavior between trials
(Figure 2A,B) and were measured in the period between nosepoke and run initiation to the next
reward site. Reward acquisition occurred within the first 1 s of nosepoke. Reward site dwell times
were variable and self-paced, with a median of 9.3 s (range: 1.5 to 615.0 s). The frequency of SPW-R
events on the SWM task was higher during pauses at reward locations on correct (rewarded) trials
than on error trials (correct: 0.088 ± 0.019 Hz; error: 0.029 ± 0.009 Hz; p<0.01, signed-rank test),
consistent with prior results, Singer and Frank, 2009.
Many (20/84) VTA units significantly modulated their firing around SPW-R events (p<0.05, boot-
strapped confidence intervals; median baseline-normalized modulation amplitude of 0.15; range
0.0003–1.41; n = 84; Figure 2). Both positive and negative SPW-R modulations were observed (posi-
tive n = 13; negative n = 7; Figure 2—figure supplement 1). Most SPW-R modulations coincided
with SPW-R events; however, some negative SPW-R modulations occurred on a longer timescale,
flanking SPW-R events.
The majority of VTA units that were significantly modulated at SPW-R events were RR (17/20 com-
pared to 47/84 recorded, p=0.03, chi = 4.6, Chi-square test), and SPW-R modulation depth was
greater for RR units than nonRR units (RR units 0.21 ± 0.04, n = 45; nonRR units 0.11± 0.02; p=0.017,
n = 23, rank-sum test). For RR units, the sign of SPW-R modulation correlated with the sign of firing
rate changes associated with reward acquisition (r = 0.55, p=1.2 x 10-4). Modulation of RR units at
SPW-R events did not require active reward consumption, as a similar modulation depth
(0.26 ± 0.05) was noted when only SPW-R events delayed relative to nosepoke by at least 6 s were
considered (signed-rank test, p=0.7). SPW-R modulation depth for RR VTA units was not significantly
different on the SWM task compared to the linear track (SWM task, 0.26 ± 0.06, n = 26; linear track,
0.13 ± 0.02, n = 19, p=0.3, rank-sum test).
We next sought to determine whether RR unit modulation around SPW-R events was related to
hippocampal replay. To evaluate spatial information associated with SPW-R replay events, we used a
clusterless, probabilistic reconstruction method to maximize decoding fidelity (Kloosterman et al.,
2014). First, we confirmed that the recorded hippocampal neuronal population conveyed sufficient
spatial information to accurately decode the rat’s position on the track. Indeed, a cross-validation
procedure showed that decoded hippocampal activity accurately reflected the rat’s location during
run behavior (speed > 10 cm/s), with median error of 8.3 ± 0.5 cm across recording sessions (Fig-
ure 3—figure supplement 1A–C; see Materials and methods). We also confirmed that this cluster-
less reconstruction method resulted in lower median error than a cluster-based approach (median
error 15.2 ± 1.9 cm, p=1.22  10-4, signed-rank test, n = 14 recordings).
Reconstruction of hippocampal activity during pauses in run behavior (speed < 10 cm/s; in 25 ms
time bins) identified putative replay events: the representation of a sequence of locations during
SPW-R events (Figure 3—figure supplement 1D). For each event, we computed the statistical likeli-
hood that the decoded positions represented a constant-speed traversal of a trajectory on the track
(Davidson et al., 2009; Kloosterman, 2012) and compared it to distributions obtained after two
separate randomization procedures (see Materials and methods). Replay events identified with this
approach constituted 24.8 ± 2% (1107/4645) of SPW-R events.
Modulation of RR VTA unit activity was greater in SPW-R events associated with replay of sequen-
tial experience of the task than in SPW-R events that were not (modulation depth 0.28 ± 0.04 vs.
0.15 ± 0.03, p=4.5  10-4, signed-rank test; n = 40; Figure 3). In contrast, for nonRR VTA units, mod-
ulation depth was similar across replay and nonreplay events (replay 0.11 ± 0.02; nonreplay
0.11 ± 0.03; p=0.6; signed-rank test; n = 22).
We sought to determine whether the greater modulation of RR units around replay-associated
SPW-R events compared to nonreplay-associated SPW-R events derived from some difference other
than sequence replay. Ripple power and peak hippocampal firing rate at replay and non-replay
SPW-R events were not significantly different (p=0.6, p=1, respectively, signed-rank tests; Figure 3—
figure supplement 2A,B). Replay events had longer durations than non-replay events (0.209 ± 0.003
s vs. 0.161 ± 0.002 s, p<5.0  10-16, rank-sum test). To address whether SPW-R event duration alone
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could drive modulation of RR VTA unit activity, we constructed a dataset of replay and nonreplay
events matched on their range of durations. Across these matched groups, the greater modulation
of RR units at replay events compared to nonreplay events was preserved (replay 0.33 ± 0.05;
Figure 2. VTA unit coordination with hippocampal sharp-wave ripples. (A) Continuous recordings of hippocampal (HC) (1) single unit activity,
(2) multiunit activity (MUA, average spike rate per tetrode), (3) local field potential and ripple band, (4) a simultaneously recorded reward-responsive
(RR) VTA unit, and (5) the animal’s position on the track. The hippocampal units are ordered by the position of their place fields on the spatial working
memory task. Sharp-wave ripple events (SPW-R) are shown in gray. (B) A magnified view of 10 s of continuous data. (C1) Rastered RR VTA unit action
potentials, (2) RR VTA unit peri-event time histogram (PETH; smoothing with a 50ms Gaussian window), and (3) HC multiunit PETH (10 ms Gaussian
smoothing), aligned to the start of SPW-R-associated HC multiunit events.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.004
The following figure supplements are available for Figure 2:
Figure supplement 1. Firing rate distributions of SPW-R modulated VTA units at reward acquisition and at SPW-R events of quiet wakefulness.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.005
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nonreplay 0.24 ± 0.05, p=0.01, signed-rank test). Similarly, RR units at non-replay events separated
by median split into short (100.6 ± 0.0 ms) and long (222.6 ± 0.1 ms) events had similar degrees of
modulation (modulation depth of short events 0.20±0.04; long events 0.17 ± 0.03; p=0.9, signed-
rank test; n = 40 RR units); and RR units at replay events split on median duration also did not differ
in their modulation depth (short events 0.29 ± 0.04; long events 0.39 ± 0.06; p=0.2, signed-rank
test).
Despite these similarities, replay events and nonreplay events differed with respect to the fraction
of isolated pyramidal units active during each SPW-R event (replay 35.6 ± 0.0%; nonreplay
28.7 ± 0.0%, p=0.001, signed-rank test; n = 14 recordings) and with respect to the number of single
unit action potentials per unit present in each burst (replay 1.06 ± 0.07; nonreplay 0.72 ± 0.09;
p=6.1  10-4, signed-rank test). To address whether the greater activation of RR units around the
time of replay events could be due to the greater intensity of hippocampal pyramidal cell spiking
seen during these events, we constructed a dataset of spike count matched replay and non-replay
events. Across the spike count matched groups, the greater modulation of RR units at replay events
compared to nonreplay events was maintained (replay 0.28 ± 0.04; nonreplay 0.19 ± 0.03, p=0.03,
Figure 3. Modulation depth of VTA reward responsive units at hippocampal SPW-R events depends on SPW-R spatial content. (A) Rastered reward
responsive (RR) unit spikes (1) and RR unit and hippocampal (HC) multiunit PETHs (2,3), aligned to the start of SPW-R events encoding replay
sequences. (B) As in A, for SPW-R events not encoding replay. (C) PETH modulation depth of RR units (blue) is greater for replay than nonreplay events;
p=4.5  10-4, signed-rank test). NonRR unit data are shown in red (p=0.6). Solid circles with error bars designate the mean and s.e.m. for RR and nonRR
units.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.006
The following figure supplements are available for Figure 3:
Figure supplement 1. Position reconstruction using clusterless hippocampal decoding.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.007
Figure supplement 2. Ripple power, SPW-R associated hippocampal activity, and SPW-R event latency in the immediate post-reward period were
similar for replay and non-replay events.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.008
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sign rank test). Thus, the greater modulation depth of RR units at replay events compared to nonrep-
lay events did not derive from differences in the intensity of hippocampal spiking.
We next evaluated whether the difference in RR unit coordination with replay and nonreplay
events arose from differences in the timing of these events in the immediate post-reward period,
when the activity of RR units often changes. Replay and nonreplay events occurring within a 5 s win-
dow from the nosepoke had similar onset latencies (replay events 2.54 ± 0.10 s, n = 130; nonreplay
events 2.67 ± 0.07 s, n = 217, p=0.3, rank-sum test), and the temporal distributions of replay and
nonreplay events following reward delivery were similar (p=0.2, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Fig-
ure 3—figure supplement 2C). These data suggest that RR units coordinate preferentially with hip-
pocampal SPW-R events that encode within-session spatial sequences.
Engagement of VTA unit activity with replayed spatial content
The coordination of a reward prediction error signal with a hippocampal replay sequence (for exam-
ple, one that represents a trajectory towards a reward) could function to reinforce specific elements
of the reactivated sequence, such as a goal location. We therefore explored how VTA unit activity
relates to the specific spatial locations contained in replay content. To account for latency between
hippocampal SPW-R events and VTA activity, we first examined the hippocampal SPW-R event-trig-
gered VTA LFP. This revealed a prominent negative potential that peaked 84 ± 13 ms after SPW-R
onset (Figure 4A). We focused on replay events occurring at forced reward locations, which repre-
sent the beginning of choice trials and which comprised the majority of replay events (703/876,
80.3%; compared to 173 at choice reward locations). For each recording, we constructed a distribu-
tion of all decoded locations within these replay events and compared this to the distribution of
decoded spatial locations specifically associated with 84 ms delayed RR VTA unit spikes and nonRR
VTA unit spikes.
Across replay events, the probability of decoded spatial locations was biased toward reward sites
(probability/spatial bin of replay content at reward locations 0.038 ± 0.005 bin-1; non-reward loca-
tions 0.021 ± 0.002 bin-1; p=2.4  10-4, signed-rank test; n = 14 recording sessions; see Materials
and methods; Figure 4C). Incorporating the latency of 84 ms, the timing of RR VTA unit activity
within replay events specifically coincided with the replay of reward locations (probability/spatial bin
of VTA unit activity at reward locations 0.044 ± 0.003 bin-1; non-reward locations 0.021 ± 0.001 bin-1;
p=9.0  10-8 signed-rank test; n = 41 RR units). Across all recordings, RR VTA unit spikes were
biased to coincide with replayed reward site locations in excess of the proportion of reward site
locations within replay events (reward site bias for replay events: 0.451±0.007; excess reward site
bias for RR VTA units: 0.022 ± 0.011 (mean ± s.d.); p=0.048, chi = 3.9, Chi-square test; see Materials
and methods; Figure 4B,D). In contrast, nonRR units did not preferentially coordinate with replayed
reward site locations (excess reward site bias for nonRR VTA units: -0.013 ± 0.010; p=0.3, chi = 1.2,
Chi-square test; Figure 4B,E). The contrast of excess reward site bias of RR units and nonRR units
was significant (p<0.016, nonparametric permutation test; see Materials and methods). The bias in
coordination of RR units but not nonRR units with replayed reward locations persisted when the cur-
rent location of the animal was excluded from the analysis (reward site bias for replay events:
0.331 ± 0.009; excess reward site bias for RR VTA units: 0.031 ± 0.014; p=0.041 chi = 4.2 Chi-square
test; nonRR VTA units: 0.008 ± 0.013; p=0.6, chi = 0.2, Chi-square test). These data suggest that RR
VTA units preferentially associate with the hippocampal replayed representation of reward locations.
To evaluate the task dependence of this observation, we compared the preferential coordination
of RR units with replayed reward site locations on the SWM task and on the linear track. Interest-
ingly, the excess reward site bias of RR units was greater on the SWM task than on the linear track
(excess reward site bias for RR units on the SWM task 0.027 ± 0.014; excess reward site bias for RR
units on the linear track 0.017 ± 0.015; p=0.045, nonparametric permutation test). Because this task-
dependence could reflect a role for the coordination of RR units with replayed reward locations in
choice behavior, we examined whether the preferential coordination of RR units with replayed
reward site locations reflected recent choice behavior or predicted future choice behavior on the
SWM task. However, we were unable to detect a difference in the excess reward site bias of RR units
at replay events immediately following correct trials versus error trials (excess reward site bias after
correct trials 0.022 ± 0.020; after error trials -0.018 ± 0.031; p=0.19, nonparametric permutation
test). Similarly, the excess reward site bias of RR units at replay events was no greater immediately
prior to correct trials than prior to error trials (excess reward site bias prior to correct trials
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0.001 ± 0.021; prior to error trials 0.013 ± 0.041, p=0.6, nonparametric permutation test). These
results suggest that the preferential coordination of RR unit activity with replayed reward locations is
task dependent but may not simply recapitulate or predict immediate reward-associated
experience.
Coordination of VTA units with specific replayed spatial sequences
Previous work has posited a specific coordination between dopamine neuronal activity and replay
events comprised of spatial sequences starting locally and replaying away from the animal (centrifu-
gal events) in reverse order compared to their order during behavior (Foster and Wilson, 2006). To
address whether the preferential coordination of RR VTA units with replayed reward site locations
may derive from a selective engagement of VTA units with centrifugal replay events or with reverse
replay events, in distinction from replay sequences that start remotely and replay towards the animal
(centripetal events), or forward replay sequences that replay in the same order as they did during
behavior, we first differentiated between instantaneous centrifugal and centripetal spatial content,
and between forward and reverse spatial content, by reconstructing SPW-R replay events at forced
reward sites using both position and run direction data (Figure 5A–C; see Materials and methods).
We accumulated centrifugal, centripetal, forward, and reverse replayed spatial distributions sepa-
rately, and we compared them to each other and to the distribution of decoded spatial locations
and run direction specifically associated with RR VTA unit spikes.
RR units preferentially coordinated with the reward site representation of centrifugal replay
events but not centripetal replay events (reward site bias for centrifugal replay spatial content
0.493 ± 0.005; excess reward site bias for RR units at centrifugal replay 0.051 ± 0.020; p=0.014, chi =
6.0, Chi-square test; reward site bias for centripetal replay spatial content 0.524 ± 0.006; excess
Figure 4. Reward responsive VTA units coordinate with replayed reward locations. (A) The SPW-R triggered VTA
local field potential (LFP) shows a delayed potential. Time 0 reflects the start of SPW-R events. (B) Incorporating
this delay between the hippocampus and VTA, across replay events occurring at the forced reward sites, RR unit
spikes preferentially coordinated with replayed reward locations compared to SPW-R replay content in general
(p=0.048, chi = 3.9, Chi-square test) and compared to nonRR units (p=0.016, nonparametric permutation test).
Error bars represent s.d. (C) Probability distribution of replayed spatial locations for replay events occurring at the
forced reward sites on the spatial working memory (SWM) (1) and linear tasks (2) (10 cm bins), accumulated across
recordings. Dashed boxes designate reward sites. (D,E) Distribution of replayed locations coinciding with RR unit
spikes (D1,2) and nonRR unit spikes (E1,2) adjusting for the latency between SPW-R onset and the VTA delayed
potential. The probability colorbar for the SWM task ranges from 0 to 0.04 and for the linear track ranges from 0 to
0.1.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.009
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reward site bias for RR units at centripetal replay 0.016 ± 0.021; p=0.5, chi = 0.5, Chi-square test;
Figure 5D,E). In contrast, nonRR units showed no excess reward site bias for replayed spatial con-
tent (excess reward site bias for nonRR units at centrifugal replay 0.002 ± 0.019, p=1, chi = 0.001,
Chi-square test; at centripetal replay: 0.011 ± 0.022; p=0.6, chi = 0.2). These results demonstrate
that RR units preferentially coordinate with centrifugal replay content.
We next examined RR and nonRR unit activity associated with forward and reverse replay events.
The probability of decoding spatial locations at reward sites was similar for forward and reverse
replay events (reward site bias for forward replay spatial content 0.422 ± 0.013; reward site bias for
reverse replay spatial content 0.419 ± 0.014; p=0.9, chi = 0.2, Chi-square test). We did not detect a
selective engagement of RR units with reward locations of reverse replay over forward replay (excess
reward site bias for RR units at reverse replay 0.035 ± 0.020; at forward replay 0.034±0.020; p=1,
nonparametric permutation test).
To evaluate the task dependence of the preferential coordination of VTA RR units with centrifugal
replay spatial content, we analyzed the SWM task and the linear track separately. Similar to the
results described above, RR units acquired on the SWM task preferentially coordinated with reward
site representations of centrifugal replay events (excess reward site bias for RR units at centrifugal
Figure 5. The bias of reward responsive VTA unit activity towards the replay of reward locations is greater for centrifugal than centripetal replay. (A1,2)
Bayesian reconstruction of run position and run direction on the linear track (500 ms time bins). Outbound refers to run direction from 0 to 200 cm. (A3)
Position confusion plot for this recording session, using alternating 1 s epochs for training and testing the reconstruction algorithm. (A4) Run direction
confusion plot. (B) Centrifugal, forward replay event occurring while the rat paused at the far reward site (190 cm; black circle indicates the rat’s
position). (B1) Position reconstruction (25 ms time bins). (B2) direction reconstruction). (B3) The associated hippocampal multiunit activity. (C)
Centripetal, forward replay event occurring while the rat paused at the far reward site. (C1) Position reconstruction. (C2) Direction reconstruction. (C3)
Associated hippocampal multiunit activity. (D) Across centrifugal replay time bins, RR unit spikes preferentially coordinated with replay of reward
locations compared to centrifugal replay content in general (p=0.014, chi=6.0, Chi-square test) and compared to nonRR units at centrifugal replay
(p=0.05, nonparametric permutation test). Error bars represent s.d. (E) Across centripetal replay time bins, RR unit spikes showed no increase in
coordination with replay of reward locations compared to centripetal replay content in general (p=0.5, chi=0.5, Chi-square test). Error bars represent s.
d.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.010
The following figure supplements are available for Figure 5:
Figure supplement 1. Centrifugal and centripetal replayed locations associated with RR unit activity on the SWM task and the linear track.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.011
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replay: 0.071 ± 0.032; p=0.028, chi = 4.8) in contrast to centripetal replay events (excess reward site
bias for RR units at centripetal replay: 0.031 ± 0.028 p=0.3, chi = 1.0; Figure 5—figure supplement
1). However, this preferential coordination was not observed on the linear track (excess reward site
bias for RR units at centrifugal replay on the linear track: 0.040 ± 0.024; p=0.11, chi = 2.5; excess
reward site bias for RR units at centripetal replay: -0.004 ± 0.031; p=0.9, chi = 0.01). Thus, the coor-
dination of VTA RR units with centrifugal replay of reward site locations was stronger on the SWM
task.
Phase-locking of VTA units to hippocampal theta during run behavior
correlates with the engagement of VTA units with replayed spatial
content
In addition to modulating their activity at hippocampal SPW-R events, many VTA units (39/84; 43%)
phase-locked to hippocampal theta during run behavior (Rayleigh test for uniformity against unimo-
dal alternative p<0.05, phase preference -10 ± 16 degrees, relative to the peak of theta), consistent
with previous observations (Fujisawa and Buzsa´ki, 2011) (Figure 6). The coordination of neural
activity with the hippocampal theta rhythm has been proposed to be a mechanism used in spatial
working memory (Jones and Wilson, 2005; Fujisawa and Buzsa´ki, 2011). We therefore sought to
determine the extent to which theta phase-locking of VTA units predicted their coordination with
SPW-R events. Circular concentration of VTA unit spikes around the mean preferred hippocampal
theta phase was greater for RR units than nonRR units, as measured with the circular concentration
coefficient kappa as described previously (Jones and Wilson, 2005; Siapas et al., 2005), (mean ± s.
e.m., RR: 0.139 ± 0.012, n = 47; nonRR: 0.099 ± 0.019, n = 24; p=0.03, rank-sum test; Figure 6B).
For theta-modulated RR units but not theta-modulated nonRR units, circular concentration at hippo-
campal theta positively correlated with the probability that spike-associated replayed spatial content
represented reward locations (RR units: r = 0.51, p=0.04, n = 17; nonRR units: r = 0.45, p=0.13, n =
13; Figure 6C). In contrast, the circular concentration coefficient of VTA units at hippocampal theta
did not correlate with the firing rate of those units (RR units: r = -0.22, p=0.4, n = 18; nonRR units: r
= -0.49, p=0.09, n = 13). In addition, the circular concentration of RR units at hippocampal theta did
not correlate with their modulation depth at SPW-R replay events (r = 0.12, p=0.5, n = 45). Thus,
phase-locking of RR units to hippocampal theta during run behavior was associated with the timing
but not the number of spikes of RR units at SPW-R events.
Coordination between VTA unit activity and hippocampal SPW-R events
in slow wave sleep
Previous work has demonstrated hippocampal SPW-R replay during SWS (Lee and Wilson, 2002;
Pavlides and Winson, 1989; Wilson and Mcnaughton, 1994; Na´dasdy et al., 1999; Ji and Wilson,
2007) and has shown that medial forebrain bundle stimulation triggered on place cell activity in
sleep exerts a powerful influence on post-sleep behavior (de Laville´on et al., 2015). Having identi-
fied replay-related modulation of VTA unit activity, we therefore sought to evaluate SPW-R-associ-
ated VTA unit activity in SWS acquired immediately subsequent to run behavior.
Both RR and nonRR VTA units reduced their firing rates in SWS (RR units: run 8.8 ± 1.7 Hz, quiet
wakefulness 6.6 ± 1.3 Hz, SWS 4.5 ± 0.8 Hz; run vs SWS, p=2.2  10-7; quiet vs SWS, p=2.3  10-5;
signed-rank tests, n = 47; nonRR units: run 26.8 ± 7.2 Hz, quiet wakefulness 20.6 ± 5.4 Hz, SWS
10.4 ± 2.7 Hz; run vs SWS, p=7.1  10-5; quiet vs SWS, p=1.0  10-4; signed-rank tests, n = 24). In
addition, the modulation depth of RR unit activity at SPW-R events was significantly reduced in SWS
(modulation depth in quiet wakefulness 0.21 ± 0.04; in SWS 0.10 ± 0.02; p=0.003, rank-sum test, n =
45 in quiet wakefulness, n = 39 in SWS; Figure 7A–C). In contrast to the awake state, RR units in
SWS were often negatively modulated at SPW-R events (30/39 units, p=0.001, sign test). Modulation
depths in quiet wakefulness and sleep were significantly correlated (modulation depth, r = 0.47,
p=0.002, n = 39), but the sign of modulation across these states was not (modulation sign, r = 0.13,
p=0.4, n = 39). In contrast to RR units, the SPW-R modulation of nonRR units was not significantly
modified by behavioral state (modulation depth in quiet wakefulness 0.11 ± 0.02; SWS 0.06 ± 0.01;
p=0.13, rank-sum test, n = 23 in quiet wakefulness, n = 20 in SWS; Figure 7C). Thus, RR units coordi-
nated more robustly with hippocampal SPW-R events of quiet wakefulness than with those of SWS.
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The smaller modulation of RR units with SPW-R events in SWS compared to quiet wakefulness
could result from a difference in state or from a difference in the spatial content expressed in these
states. For example, replayed spatial content in sleep may be less biased by recent experience than
replayed spatial content in quiet wakefulness. To explore this question, we set out to examine hip-
pocampal replay in detail in SWS.
We first evaluated the prevalence of replay-associated SPW-R events in SWS. Hippocampal replay
of recent experience during SWS identified using Bayesian position reconstruction was less prevalent
than during quiet wakefulness (SWS 16.0 ± 1.7% (800/5820), compared with 24.8 ± 2% of wake-asso-
ciated SPW-R events, p=0.003, signed-rank test).
Hippocampal activity in SWS is characterized by epochs of up-state-like neuronal population
activity known as frames, within which SPW-R events occur and during which coordinated replay
between the hippocampus and neocortex has been observed (Ji and Wilson, 2007). Because hippo-
campal replay in SWS has been associated with SPW-R events within frames, we compared VTA unit
activity across frames associated with high versus low SPW-R rates (SPW-R events per second), rela-
tive to the mean. RR unit firing rate was lower in high rate SPW-R frames than in low rate SPW-R
frames (high rate SPW-R frames 4.23 ± 0.74 Hz; low rate SPW-R frames 4.64 ± 0.77 Hz; signed-rank
test, p=0.003, n = 47; Figure 7D–H). In contrast, nonRR unit firing rate was similar across these
Figure 6. VTA units coordinate with hippocampal theta. (A) Spike times of a reward responsive (RR) VTA unit
relative to hippocampal theta and raw LFP during running behavior, and spike phase distribution (circular
concentration coefficient, kappa = 0.14; Rayleigh statistic p value = 0.002). (B) Circular concentration at
hippocampal theta is greater for RR units than nonRR units (p=0.031, rank-sum test). Error bars represent s.e.m. (C)
The probability of replayed reward locations coinciding with the spikes of theta-modulated RR units correlates with
the circular concentration of those units at hippocampal theta (r = 0.51, p=0.038).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.012
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groups of frames (high rate SPW-R frames 10.26 ± 2.66 Hz; low rate SPW-R frames 10.41 ± 2.65 Hz;
signed-rank test, p=0.45, n = 24; Figure 7D–H). Thus, RR unit activity was biased away from SPW-R
rich frames.
We next asked whether VTA unit firing rates varied with frame-associated replay of recent experi-
ence. For this purpose, we evaluated average spatial content in each frame, measured as the
Figure 7. SPW-R-associated modulation of VTA units during periods of quiet wakefulness (QW) on the task and during subsequent slow wave sleep
(SWS). (A) Rastered QW-associated reward responsive (RR) VTA unit spikes (1) and RR unit and hippocampal (HC) multiunit PETHs (2,3), aligned to
SPW-R events. (B) SWS-associated data for the same RR unit. (C) SPW-R event modulation depth of RR and nonRR unit activity in QW and SWS (RR
units: QW vs SWS, p=0.003, rank-sum test; nonRR units: QW vs SWS, p=0.13, rank-sum test). Error bars represent s.e.m. (D1) Hippocampal multiunit
activity, (2) ripple band, and (3) two RR VTA units in SWS. (E) Distributions of (1) SWS frame duration and (2) interframe duration across recordings. (F)
Cumulative distribution of within-frame SPW-R frequency. (G) Within-frame VTA unit activity. RR units are shown separately in dashed line. (H) The
difference in each VTA unit’s activity at frames of high and low SPW-R rate, defined relative to the mean (RR units: p=0.003, signed-rank test; nonRR
units: p=0.5). (I) The difference in mean spatial content of frames with high and low VTA unit activity, relative to the mean (RR units: p=0.045, signed-
rank test).
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.013
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average across time bins of the maximum decoded probability at each time bin. RR unit firing rate
was lower in frames associated with higher spatial content (above the mean spatial content of
frames) than in frames associated with lower spatial content (below the mean; RR unit firing rate at
high spatial content frames 4.11 ± 0.78 Hz vs. firing rate at low spatial content frames 4.83 ± 0.91
Hz, p=0.001; signed-rank test, n = 42). Frames with higher spatial content were longer than frames
with lower spatial content (median 3.98 s vs 1.85 s; p=0.009; signed-rank test, n = 14 recordings).
Because differences in frame duration could affect estimates of within-frame firing rates, we also per-
formed an inverse analysis, in which we sorted hippocampal frames by the associated firing rate of
VTA units and then compared their spatial content associated with recent experience. Frames associ-
ated with high RR unit firing rate (above the mean firing rate for each unit) had lower mean spatial
content than frames associated with low (below the mean) RR unit firing rate (spatial content at high
firing rate frames 0.185 ± 0.012 (a.u.) vs. spatial content at low firing rate frames 0.191 ± 0.013 (a.u.);
signed-rank test, p=0.045, n = 42; Figure 7I). Together, these results demonstrate that SWS is asso-
ciated with reduced SPW-R modulation of RR unit activity and with reduced RR unit activity in hippo-
campal frames containing a high rate of SPW-R events and in frames associated with high spatial
information about recently explored environments.
Discussion
Hippocampal dependent learning and memory are influenced by reward, and SPW-R events contrib-
ute to these functions (Jadhav et al., 2012; Girardeau et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson,
2010). As VTA dopamine cells are driven by reward prediction errors (Schultz, 1998) and have been
suggested to provide an error signal to guide learning in downstream brain regions
(Montague et al., 1996), we posited that the coincidence of dopamine neuronal activity with
sequence replay in SPW-R events of quiet wakefulness could reinforce spatial experience, mediating
the influence of reward on hippocampal dependent processing (Singer and Frank, 2009) and mem-
ory formation.
Taken collectively, the results of this study support this possibility, demonstrating that during
quiet wakefulness but not SWS, RR VTA neurons coordinate selectively with hippocampal replay
sequences and are biased in their timing towards the reactivated representation of rewarded loca-
tions. In contrast, nonRR VTA neurons did not coordinate with the specific spatial content of replay
sequences. RR neurons were also more strongly phase-locked to hippocampal theta than nonRR
neurons, and the extent of phase-locking correlated with the coordination of RR unit activity with
replayed reward locations. Previous work has demonstrated theta phase-dependent interactions
between the hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, and VTA during working memory-dependent, single
trial decisions (Jones and Wilson, 2005; Fujisawa and Buzsa´ki, 2011). Our data support a model in
which these experience-dependent associations, once established, are re-expressed in SPW-Rs of
quiet wakefulness, to guide spatial memory across trials. In addition, our results identify two possible
endogenous substrates by which optogenetically released dopamine can increase off-line reactiva-
tion of hippocampal cells and improve spatial memory performance (Mcnamara et al., 2014): direct
coordination of dopamine neuronal activity with hippocampal replay of quiet wakefulness, or coordi-
nation with hippocampal theta triggering a subsequent reactivation of dopamine neurons that
engages with hippocampal replay.
The sign of SPW-R modulation varied across RR neurons, often recapitulating their reward-associ-
ated modulation of firing rate. This result suggests that as a population, RR neurons replay their
reward-related activity in concert with hippocampal sequence replay, to selectively reinforce reward-
associated behavior. Coordination with replay has previously been observed in neurons of the pri-
mary visual cortex (Ji and Wilson, 2007) and the striatum (Pennartz et al., 2004; Lansink et al.,
2009), a major target of the VTA that represents rewards (Schultz et al., 1992; Cardinal et al.,
2002). The current results extend these findings, supporting the hypothesis that replay events
engage both cortical and subcortical structures to create an accurate memory trace of recent
experience.
In this study, RR neurons preferentially coordinated with SPW-R events of quiet wakefulness com-
pared to SWS and were least active in SWS frames associated with high spatial content. Although
we observed a higher proportion of replay events in quiet wakefulness than in SWS, consistent with
prior observations (Karlsson and Frank, 2009), differences in the prevalence of replay events in
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quiet wakefulness and SWS are unlikely to underlie the impact of SWS on VTA activity, given that
SWS frames with higher spatial content were associated with greater reduction in RR unit activity.
These results suggest a functional distinction between brain processes that subserve spatial memory
within sessions versus spatial learning across sessions, consistent with prior observations that tie
awake hippocampal replay events to within-session performance (Jadhav et al., 2012) yet associate
replay events in post-session epochs rich in SWS to cross-session spatial learning (Girardeau et al.,
2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010).
Memory consolidation in SWS is likely to require broad evaluation of behavioral experiences, and
the present results suggest that this evaluation can occur in the absence of their reward prediction
contingencies, as represented in the activity of VTA neurons. In this regard, introducing anomalous
reward prediction-related activity during sleep via medial forebrain bundle stimulation triggered on
place cell activity (de Laville´on et al., 2015) has been recently demonstrated to drive goal-directed
spatial behavior in wakefulness. In neuropsychiatric diseases such as addiction or obsessive compul-
sive disorders, such anomalous associations could contribute to maladaptive behaviors.
In contrast to the state-dependence of VTA-hippocampal interactions, neurons of the ventral stri-
atum have been found to coordinate with hippocampal replay in SWS (Pennartz, et al., 2004;
Lansink et al., 2009). One possible explanation for this distinction, consistent with the suggested
role of dopamine as a teaching signal, is that VTA dopamine activity stabilizes and links replayed
sequences in quiet wakefulness across brain regions for subsequent consolidative processes in SWS.
It is notable that replay events in these recordings were biased in their spatial content towards
reward sites. The basis for this bias remains to be determined and may be driven by a number of fac-
tors not examined here, including the presence or expectation of reward, as well as differences in
the dwell times, behavioral states, and behavioral repertoires manifested at reward and nonreward
locations.
In this study, we observed a preferential engagement of RR units with the reward representation
of centrifugal compared to centripetal replayed spatial content, while we did not detect a prefer-
ence for RR units for the reward representation of reverse compared to forward replayed spatial
content. These results are broadly consistent with the previous proposal that dopamine may function
to propagate expected value across reactivated hippocampal sequences (Foster and Wilson, 2006).
We also observed greater coordination of RR cells with replayed reward locations in the SWM
task compared to the linear track, raising the possibility that VTA-hippocampal coordination at SPW-
R events may reflect task contingencies. However, this result should be considered with caution
given the limited sample size acquired in each task. Although we did not detect the preferential
coordination of RR cells with replayed reward locations immediately after or immediately prior to
successful choice behavior, as compared with errors, it remains possible that RR unit coordination
with replayed reward locations could reflect (or predict) choice behavior on longer timescales. Of
note, the experimental design was not intended to dissect the relationship of other task dependent
features, such as uncertainty, to hippocampal-VTA coordination, and this will be worth pursuing in
future experiments.
Interestingly, we found clear differences between RR neurons and nonRR neurons in their engage-
ment with the hippocampus. A higher proportion of SPW-R modulated neurons were RR, RR neurons
were more biased to fire in relation to replayed reward locations, and RR neurons demonstrated
stronger phase-locking to the hippocampal theta rhythm. These results suggest that RR and nonRR
neurons represent distinct functional classes of cells, perhaps associated with different cell types
(Cohen et al., 2012; Lammel et al., 2008; Margolis et al., 2012; Hnasko et al., 2012), that differ-
entially contribute to hippocampal-dependent spatial memory. Given the uncertainty in the confi-
dence with which dopamine cells can be identified on the basis of electrophysiologic criteria
(Ungless and Grace, 2012; Cohen et al., 2012; Margolis et al., 2006), however, we chose not to
restrict our analysis to putative dopamine cells. Even so, over 80% of RR neurons had waveform
properties that have been associated with dopamine cells, including a wide action potential and fir-
ing rates below 10 Hz.
Models of reinforcement learning have suggested distinct contributions of dopamine to certain
forms of learning (Walsh and Anderson, 2014; Doll et al., 2012). The specific, wake-associated
coordination of RR VTA neurons with hippocampal activity may mediate the capacity for task-associ-
ated replay content to predict future paths to goal locations (Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013;
de Laville´on et al., 2015) and may underlie dopamine’s stabilization of hippocampal replay
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(Mcnamara et al., 2014). These specific VTA-hippocampal interactions are likely to play a critical
role in context-dependent reward seeking behavior. In addition, the state-dependent coordination
of VTA reinforcement activity with hippocampal spatial replay events directs attention to the differ-
ential processing of spatial memory in wakefulness and SWS.
Materials and methods
All procedures were approved by the Committee on Animal Care of Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and followed the ethical guidelines of the US National Institutes of Health.
Tetrode implantation and recording
Five male Long-Evans rats (4–6 months old) were implanted under anesthesia (induction: ketamine
(50 mg/kg) and xylazine (6 mg/kg); maintenance: isoflurane 0.5–3%,) with 2 arrays of independently
movable recording tetrodes (for detailed methods, see Jones and Wilson, 2005). One array of 6–10
tetrodes was directed to the dorsal CA1 pyramidal cell layer (anterior-posterior (AP) -3.6 mm, lateral
(L) + 2.4 mm; relative to Bregma). A reference electrode was placed in the white matter above the
hippocampal cell layer for differential recordings. An additional array of 8–11 tetrodes was targeted
to the VTA (AP -5.3 mm, L + 1.0 mm). A tetrode without unit activity served as the local reference
for VTA differential recordings. In one rat, stereotrodes as well as tetrodes were used for VTA
recordings. Tetrodes were advanced to their target positions over several weeks. In 4 animals, an
additional array of 4–8 electrodes was targeted to the prefrontal cortex for purposes unrelated to
the present study. VTA tetrodes were lowered after each recording session and final electrode posi-
tions were confirmed with electrolytic lesions and histology (Paxinos and Watson, 1998) after
recording was completed (Figure 8).
For hippocampal recording, 1 ms windows around thresholded extracellular action potentials
were acquired on-line at 31 kHz, 300-6,000 Hz filtering. In order to retain wave-shape information
for VTA units, which often have long waveforms, VTA unit recordings were acquired continuously at
31 kHz, 300–6000 Hz filtering; and subsequently thresholded (60 mV) offline to isolate extracellular
action potentials. Local field potentials (2 kHz sampling, 1–475 Hz filtering) were recorded from one
electrode on each tetrode.
Head position and direction were monitored using overhead camera tracking of two sets of infra-
red diodes that were mounted on the headstage and that alternated at 30 Hz each.
Behavioral training
Animals were trained over 2–4 weeks to run a spatial appetitive choice task (Jones and Wilson,
2005) on an end-to-end T-maze (Figure 1). Each trial consisted of two phases. In the sample phase,
rats were directed pseudorandomly to either the left (or right) reward site on the forced side of the
maze, where a nosepoke-triggered grain pellet reward could be obtained (MedAssociates (Georgia,
VT); Bioserv). In the test phase of the trial, rats traversed the central arm to a choice point, where
they chose to go right (or left) in order to win reward on the choice side of the maze. The reward
contingency was set up such that if the rat had been forced to turn left in the sample phase, then
the correct response in the test phase was to turn right. Individual trajectories between reward sites
on forced and choice sides were 300 cm long. After training, the animals were implanted with tet-
rode arrays. Following recovery from surgery, animals were food deprived to 85% of their free-feed-
ing weights. Animals relearned the task slowly, improving from 60 ± 3% (mean ± s.e.m.)
performance in the first three days of behavior to 74 ± 2% in the final three behavioral sessions.
Recordings on the spatial alternation task were acquired during the day over 22 days. Two animals
ran only on a 200 cm linear track, to acquire food reward at both ends. Sleep sessions were acquired
immediately after behavioral sessions in a sleep chamber with opaque walls within the recording
room. Animals were housed in individual cages with a 12 hr light-12 hr dark standard light cycle.
Data analysis
Established software was used for initial identification and characterization of unit activity. This
includes identification of well-isolated clusters of spike waveforms and differentiation of putative hip-
pocampal pyramidal cells, hippocampal interneurons, and VTA units (Xclust, M. Wilson). Matlab
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(MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) was used for further data analysis (https://github.com/stephen-
gomperts/eLife_2015). Unless otherwise stated, error bars reflect s.e.m.
Reward responsive (RR) VTA units in the SWM task were identified as those with significantly dif-
ferent firing rates on correct versus error trials during approach to reward (defined as the 2 s window
prior to nosepoke) or reward acquisition (defined as the 3 s window following nosepoke; two-sided
t-tests, p<0.05 for significance, n = 27). Reward responsiveness on the linear maze was determined
by comparing firing rates during reward acquisition to a 3 s window that ended 2 s before nosepoke.
These two approaches were highly correlated for the SWM task (r = 0.49, p=2.4  10-4, n = 51). Dif-
ferential VTA unit activity on correct versus error trials was common in our dataset and is consistent
with prior reports in instrumental tasks (Morris et al., 2006; Roesch et al., 2007; Totah et al.,
2013). Such results have been interpreted as the representation of choice-associated reward predic-
tion error, formalized for example in the Q-value associated temporal difference prediction error,
where Q-value is the value of selecting a particular action at a given state (Morris et al., 2006).
Waveform duration (time from peak to peak) and trough to peak ratio (trough/[peak + trough])
were noted to distinguish two VTA unit populations, as shown previously (Fujisawa and Buzsa´ki,
2011) (Figure 1C). Waveform duration and the biphasic duration (Ungless and Grace, 2012) were
highly correlated (r = 0.79, p=8.53  10-20, n = 145).
Of 145 VTA units recorded, 84 units (47 RR; 24 nonRR; 13 unclassified due to low firing rate
[<0.3Hz]) were recorded concurrent with wake-associated hippocampal activity, over 16 behavioral
sessions in 5 rats, with 10 (2, 3, and 5) sessions on the end-to-end T maze; 6 (4 and 2) sessions on
the linear track; and in subsequent slow wave sleep. Hippocampal activity in the 5th rat, acquired in
2 sessions on the linear track, was insufficient for position reconstruction and assessment of hippo-
campal frames, reducing the number of VTA units for replay and frame analyses to 66, acquired over
14 behavioral sessions.
Local field potentials were filtered to obtain hippocampal ripples (Blackman filter; 100–300 Hz)
and theta oscillations (4–12 Hz) (Jones and Wilson, 2005). Hippocampal action potentials that
exceeded threshold (60 mV) were aggregated as multiunit activity to measure SPW-R-associated
bursts in hippocampal activity. Bursts with peak firing rate exceeding 4 standard deviations above
the mean, behaviorally constrained to periods of speed < 10 cm/s, were identified as SPW-R multi-
unit events. The start and end of each event were defined as the times surrounding the event at
Figure 8. Histological location of tetrode tips targeting the VTA. For each rat, electrolytic lesions marked the tetrode tip locations, and these were
mapped onto the stereotaxic atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1998). Tetrode tips under-represent recording locations, which were acquired as
electrodes were systematically lowered within the VTA along their tracks. SNR, substantia nigra reticulata.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.05360.014
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which the multiunit firing rate fell back to its mean value. Although ripple power was not an explicit
constraint for SPW-R multiunit events, 92.8% of SPW-R multiunit events had ripple power exceeding
2 Z scores above baseline (89.0% in replay; 93.5% in nonreplay). The majority of SPW-R events
occurred at the force reward sites, where the animals paused longest.
VTA single-unit activity during single trials was summed over repeated trials in a session to gener-
ate peri-event time histograms (PETHs) triggered on the start of SPW-R events. The PETH was
smoothed with a Gaussian window (s = 50 ms; similar results were found over a range of s (30–200
ms). SPW-R modulation amplitude was measured relative to a 300 ms baseline that ended 100 ms
before the event, as the baseline-normalized difference between the PETH amplitude measured at
the midpoint of the SPW-R event and the mean baseline amplitude. Results were similar using a 5 s
baseline ending 1 s before the event. Units with low baseline firing rate (<0.3 Hz) were excluded
from analysis to exclude undersampled PETHs. To compute significance of modulation, the SPW-R-
aligned raster of each unit was bootstrapped to derive and compare confidence intervals, at the
p<0.05 level, of a 50 ms bin at the midpoint of the SPW-R event and the average of the confidence
intervals of the 300 ms baseline.
Position reconstruction
The animal’s location was expressed as a linear distance along the track. For the end-to-end T-maze,
the track was linearized by adjoining the 5 segments (Figure 3—figure supplement 1A,B). To deal
appropriately with the discrete jumps in the linearized representation, a distance look-up table was
constructed for all pairs of densely sampled points along the track. We applied a Bayesian estima-
tion algorithm (Davidson et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 1998) to reconstruct position from hippocampal
population activity. We expressed the relationship between neuronal activity and position in an
encoding model that incorporated spike waveform amplitude features of unsorted spikes in run
epochs with speed > 10 cm/s (‘clusterless decoding’; only putative pyramidal neuron spikes with
peak amplitude > 100 mV and spike width > 300 ms were included). For direction reconstruction, we
generated an independent encoding model that related running direction in run epochs to spike
waveform amplitude features of unsorted spikes. Using the run velocity threshold of 10 cm/s, reward
site arrival and departure were well represented. A non-informative uniform prior was used as we
did not want to impose any spatial-temporal structure on the estimated positions in SPW-R events.
To verify that position on the track could be accurately estimated from hippocampal population
activity, we used a cross-validation procedure by dividing run epochs into alternating 1 s training
and testing epochs. The rat’s position (in 10 cm spatial bins) was estimated in non-overlapping 500
ms time bins in the testing epochs and compared to the true location. Decoding performance was
assessed by computing the median error and confusion matrices (Figure 3—figure supplement 1C).
We compared the clusterless decoding paradigm to the standard decoding of spike-sorted units.
Spatial tuning curves were constructed for all manually sorted hippocampal place cells with peak
place field firing rate > 3 Hz. Median error in clusterless position reconstruction was significantly
lower than with spike sorting-based reconstruction (clusterless: 8.3 ± 0.5 cm, spike sorting-based
15.2 ± 1.9 cm, p<1.22  10-4, signed-rank test, n = 14). Mean error in clusterless direction recon-
struction was 0.26 ± 0.02.
Replay-detection
Replay-detection was performed as described previously (Davidson et al., 2009). We applied the
clusterless Bayesian estimator to non-overlapping, 25 ms bins during SPW-R events occurring in non-
run periods (run speed < 10 cm/s; Figure 3—figure supplement 1D). Excluding running direction,
four paths exist on the SWM task that connect the forced choice reward sites to the free choice
reward sites (two of which are correct and two incorrect).
For each SPW-R event, a constant speed trajectory was fitted to the sequence of position esti-
mates (Davidson et al., 2009; Kloosterman, 2012) for each of the four possible paths. The best fit-
ting trajectory was selected based on a goodness-of-fit score (‘replay score’), computed as the mean
posterior probability within 15 cm of the fitted trajectory. To test if fitted trajectories could be
expected by chance alignment of position estimates, the replay score for each candidate event was
compared to replay score distributions derived with two shuffles of the data, using the approach
described in (Davidson et al., 2009). The first ‘column cycle shuffle’ controls for the linear alignment
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of consecutive position estimates by circularly shifting the estimated probability distribution over
position (PDF) in each candidate event time bin by a random distance. The second ‘pseudo-event
shuffle’ controls for bias towards particular locations, by constructing artificial candidate events gen-
erated by replacing each PDF in a candidate event with a PDF drawn at random from the complete
set of candidate events in each session. Each shuffle was performed 1500 times for each candidate
event to obtain sample distributions of the replay score. To increase detection sensitivity of possible
replay events on the spatial working memory task, we considered replay events to be those with a
Monte Carlo p value<0.05 for both shuffles on at least one path. We considered non-replay enriched
events those with a p value>0.2 for both shuffles for all four trajectories. For replay content assess-
ments (below), we used a more stringent criterion for replay detection by performing the shuffles for
each putative replay event on the one trajectory with the strongest replay score. We obtained similar
results using the standard criterion.
Replay/total (R/T) SPW-R events for each session (s) are as follows: R/T rat 1, s1 173/798; s2 141/
434; s3 92/425; s4 71/344; s5 55/203; rat2, s1 120/377; s2 48/210; s3 68/219; rat 3, s1 78/241; s2
30/93; rat 4, s1 65/328; s2 53/275; s3 49/234; s4 64/464; rat 5, s1 -/627; rat 5, s2 -/904.
Replay content assessment
Distributions of replayed spatial locations were derived by accumulating the spatial posterior proba-
bility distribution function across all 25 ms time bins of all replay events, in each recording, for SPW-
Rs that occurred while the rat paused at forced reward locations. We determined the temporal delay
between hippocampal SPW-R events and VTA activity on the basis of the delay in the SPW-R event-
triggered VTA local field potential (84 ± 13 ms). The distribution of VTA spike-associated replay con-
tent was derived by accumulating the spatial probability distribution functions for the subset of 25
ms replay time bins that preceded VTA unit spikes by this fixed delay. The probability of reward site
content for each recording was measured as the fraction of the distribution of replayed spatial loca-
tions that was associated with reward sites. The probability of VTA units coordinating with reward
site content (reward site probability) was measured similarly, as the fraction of the distribution of
VTA spike-associated replay content that was associated with reward locations. To compare RR and
nonRR VTA spike-associated replay content with overall replay content, we computed a reward site
bias as follows: Each replay time bin was assigned a 1 (or 0) when the average representation of
reward site regions exceeded (or did not exceed) the average representation of nonreward regions.
The same binary metric was applied to each RR and nonRR VTA spike-associated replay time bin.
From these measures, we computed across the entire dataset the proportion of VTA spike-associ-
ated replay time bins that better represented reward site regions compared to nonreward site
regions, and we compared this with the proportion of replay time bins that better represented
reward site regions, accounting for differences in the number of spike-associated time bins across
RR units and nonRR units across recordings, to derive the excess reward site bias. There were 5422
replay time bins, 2269 RR unit spike-associated bins, and 2455 nonRR unit spike-associated bins. On
the SWM task, there were 3554 replay time bins and 1046 RR unit spike-associated bins. On the lin-
ear track, there were 1868 replay time bins and 818 RR unit spike-associated bins. The reward site
bias was highly correlated with the reward site probability (RR units, r = 0.80, p=1.36  10-4). To
explore the sensitivity of the reward site bias to the temporal delay between replayed spatial con-
tent and VTA unit activity, we systematically varied the delay in 25 ms steps. Consistent with the
latency of the SPW-R-associated VTA potential, the excess reward site bias of RR units was maximal
at a 75 ms VTA lag relative to hippocampal activity (data not shown).
To evaluate whether RR unit coordination with replayed reward site representations correlated
with choice behavior, we measured the excess reward site bias at force reward site locations imme-
diately after correct and error trials; and separately, immediately prior to correct and error trials.
There were 616 RR unit spike-associated bins following correct trials, 243 following error trials, 565
prior to correct trials, and 142 prior to error trials.
For forward and reverse replay content analyses, we measured the reward site bias of replay
event time bins that showed strong directional preference for outbound (O) or inbound (I) track
direction (direction index >0.5, where the direction index is [O-I]/[O+I]) (Singer et al., 2013). For
each replay event, we transformed the direction index of each time bin into an index of forward or
reverse content, as follows. Since we restricted our analysis to replay events occurring while the rat
paused at force reward sites, for centrifugal sequence replay away from the animal’s location,
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outbound content reflects forward replay, while inbound content reflects reverse replay. In contrast,
for remotely initiated, centripetal replay towards the animal’s location, inbound content reflects for-
ward replay, while outbound content reflects reverse replay. For centrifugal and centripetal replay
content analyses, we aggregated forward and reverse replay event time bins together, defining cen-
trifugal replay events as replay trajectories moving away from the current position of the animal and
centripetal replay events as replay trajectories approaching the animal. We compared the reward
site bias of centrifugal and centripetal replay event time bins and of forward and reverse replay
event time bins to the reward site bias of VTA unit spikes occurring with 84 ms delay to those replay
time bins. There were 1700 time bins with centrifugal replay content, of which 681 were associated
with RR unit spikes and 770 with nonRR unit spikes. There were 1248 time bins with centripetal
replay content, of which 585 were associated with RR unit spikes and 602 with nonRR unit spikes. In
addition, there were 1561 time bins with forward replay content, of which 699 were associated with
RR unit spikes and 720 with nonRR unit spikes. There were 1313 time bins with reverse replay con-
tent, of which 567 were associated with RR unit spikes and 652 with nonRR unit spikes.
There were several cases in which we sought to determine whether the excess reward site bias of
VTA units compared to hippocampal replay was greater across two comparisons (B vs A compared
to C vs A): 1) excess reward site bias of RR units versus nonRR units; 2) excess reward site bias of RR
units on the SWM task versus on the linear track; 3) excess reward site bias of RR units after correct
trials versus after error trials; 4) excess reward site bias of RR units before correct trials versus before
error trials; and 5) excess reward site bias of RR units at forward and reverse replay. For each case,
we ran a logistic regression in which we considered each element of the case separately, as well as
their interaction. For example, in the first case, we computed a logistic regression to measure the
interaction between RR unit-associated reward site bias and replay-associated reward site bias, and
nonRR unit-associated reward site bias and replay associated reward site bias. We then compared
the interaction term to a distribution of simulated interaction terms assuming the null hypothesis.
We considered the reward site bias for replay (A), the reward site bias for RR units (B), and the
reward site bias for nonRR units (C). The logistic regression predicted reward site bias as a binary
dependent variable (present/absent) with binary predictors of (either B or C = 1 vs A = 0), compari-
son (B vs A = 1, C vs A = 0), and their interaction, the latter being the predictor pertinent to the
research question. Since these hypotheses were in only one direction, we ran 1-tail tests. In order to
determine the one tail p value in these nonlinear tests, we performed a nonparametric permutation
test of 1,000 iterations of the logistic regression, assuming the null hypothesis (i.e., the coefficient
for the interaction is centered at zero). In each iteration, the fraction of reward site bias (A) for each
comparison was taken as the overall average of actual estimates separately incremented with a per-
turbation from a normal distribution. The mean of this distribution was set to 0 and the standard
deviation chosen so as to produce simulated interaction regression coefficients with a standard devi-
ation approximately equal to the standard error for the same predictor estimated from the logistic
regression of the actual data. The proportion of simulated interaction coefficients greater than or
equal to the actual interaction coefficient was taken as the estimated one-tail p value.
To test for bias in the reconstruction algorithm towards reward sites, we first decoded the esti-
mated position of nonreplay events. We did not detect a bias for reward sites in the distribution of
spatial locations across nonreplay events (reward site bias 0.424 ± 0.004; probability/spatial bin of
content at reward locations 0.032 ± 0.007 bin-1; non-reward locations 0.023 ± 0.003 bin-1; p=0.1,
signed-rank test, n = 14 recordings). Because SPW-R events may encode hippocampal spatial repre-
sentations other than replay sequences, and because we may have miscategorized some replay
events as nonreplay events, we also assessed the output of the reconstruction algorithm in the
absence of hippocampal activity. This approach did not detect a preference in the decoder toward
reward sites (probability/spatial bin of content at reward locations 0.029 ± 0.006 bin-1; non-reward
locations 0.023 ± 0.003 bin-1; p=0.6, signed-rank test, n = 14 recordings).
Theta phase analysis
The Hilbert transform of the theta-filtered LFP was used to assess theta phase relationships of VTA
units. To evaluate for theta phase preference of VTA units, we computed Rayleigh’s test for unifor-
mity of the circular theta phase distribution of each VTA neuron’s spikes against a unimodal alterna-
tive; and we computed the parameters mu and kappa of the von Mises distribution that best fit that
distribution (Jones and Wilson, 2005; Siapas et al., 2005), using custom Matlab code. The circular
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concentration coefficient kappa is inversely related to the variance of the distribution, such that in
the limit of kappa = 0, the circular distribution is uniform.
Frame analysis
Frames were identified as described previously (Ji and Wilson, 2007), within epochs of SWS defined
on the basis of low hippocampal theta/delta ratio and clear sleep posture (SWS median duration,
range: 1226 s, 793–1998 s). Within SWS epochs, multiunit activity from all tetrodes were combined,
counted in 10 ms bins, and smoothed with a Gaussian window, with s = 30 ms. Frames were identi-
fied as periods of high activity between silent periods, with the spike count threshold defined as the
spike count at which the spike count distribution reached its first minimum (in 10 ms bins). Cluster-
less reconstruction was applied to frames of SWS to derive the spatial probability distribution func-
tion of each 25 ms time bin within each frame. Spatial content per frame was taken as the average
of the maximum decoded probability of each time bin.
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